
Dear Oliver, 	 1/6/19 

Your 14/29/78  with the Jerry cassette and the pica of cassettes have both cone. 
Thanks. Lots of listening when I can get time. poor as the quality of the cassettes 
made by your friend of the newscasts may be it can be a useful historical record. 

If I were you I'd forget about contesting wens in DJ over having stolen 
property, namely the map you stole from *erry. r my letter to him. They had a 
legit. interest if it were an escape plan and it was referred by MCA. 

And under the circumstances who can blame the FBI for putting Jerry under 24-
hour surveillance? If they had reason to suspect Jimmy would make the'esotte'liteept 
in the map? 

Prom what you say I believe it likely that Beets was at least close,  to the truth 
because--fit is right and proper, not wrong under the circumstances. 

leu don't say what you were in touch with the ACLU about but if you get any $SS 
from HSU ifI were you I'd forget the whole thing and go about enjoying life. It is 
a noemin deal to fight with them under the existing situation am.1 besides, they are 
out of business now and you'd have to sue the House. 

Thanks for the offer of the tape of the session with WWI Wulf but the trans-
cript is enough. If there is anything other than the committee transcribed in the 

aeets tepee that could be interesting. 

Hear John is out of jail and has a job. But I've not heard from him. 

I've gone over tie HSCA's stuff en him and it is silly to even talk about it, 
that menningleso and °elf-contradictory. 

§grif being an "affidavit witness* means you worked for HSCA you now have the 
proof. Especially if they did not take your affidavit. 

FBI haslet sent sour recomAsyet but I was told several weeks ago that they 
had been copied. There is a cheek but unless there is some kind of close question 
on releasing something should have come by now. 

Please don't do anything a out what follows except if you can give me advice. 
All my little densistor radios are going bad, alas, and the oldest are by far the 
best for my purposes. samely keeping the set with me when I wink or work. 0444 the 
best cost me only $9 about 11 years ago. Not much volume but sensitive and selective 
as a really good set. Vitas ehirtpooket, too, and lead battery real, lasts in it. 
Bad volume contra. Been in local shop two months, no word. I'd pay more than the 
original cost because it is so hot a little set and can separate the local stations 

away from the all-news stations in Washington I want to hear when T walk or work. 
I also have an am-fmehannelaaster they optioned to send me instead of the set I sent 
back for repairs about 8 years ago. Eats batteries up but has good volume and can 
fat one of the am news stations. Fine on At, which hank no news stations around hors now. 
t also appears to be developing a bad volume control. So the workhorse is an even older 

Al1e3W Ghannelmaster with a speaker the* needs a cone, or replacement, but no problem 
on news, so no problem with the great set except that it won't fit in any pocket. 
I got stuck on the newest one, Add, FM and TV VIW. blood only an TV V. And east up 
batteries and will fit in jacket pocket but not shirt pocket. So, what I'd like to 
know, Lsing I can t get any repairs mademade locally, is if you know of a good and small 
em-fm set that will tit in shirtpocket. Sony used to ,make oae, but I guess they have 
All given up sensitivity and selectivity for volume and price. The one I like A04 
is called Viscount. Every time I get near a stpre here I try One and nano is IOW good 
of those available in this small city. I do spend much time walking and working around 
the place. wept when I use chain saw I can listen and like to keep up with news. 
But if I have a make and model number. I can look around here or when I'm in DC and 
have any time. Tale care, have a good year, and thanks, 

0 



Orwell is not dead. He is alive and well in Washington, as you may have 

suspected for your own reasons. 

"Affidavit witness" appears to be one who does not provide any afridavit. 

And travels, and provides transportation to others and steals. 

I have the "interview we conducted" transcript and there is no meAntion of 

any affidavit in it. 

Oh, well you can't lose em all. 

BY 1/6/79 
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December 22, 1978 

Mr. Oliver Patterson 
12350 Old Halls Ferry Road 
Florissant, Missouri 63033 

Dear Mr. Patterson: 

I have been informed by the Chairman 
that he has reviewed the interview we conducted 
with you, and your claimed expenses. The Chairman 
has informed me that he has instructed our Budget 

Officer to process a check for you for the expenses 
you ligitimately incurred in the course of being an 
"affidavit witness" before the Committee. 

You should be receiving the check in the 
mail directly shortly after the new year. 

Sincerely, 

James L. Wolf 
Deputy Chief Counsel 

JLW:ce 
cc: Melvin Wulf, Esquire 


